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THE EARLY YEARS 

 

 
Mathematics 

Number and Place Value 

Subitise small collections of objects (ACMNA003) 

Collect and count objects found from the garden ie bark, leaves etc 

Compare, order and make correspondences between collections, initially to 20, and explain 

reasoning (ACMNA289) 

Collect and group like objects from the garden 

 

Pattern (ACMNA005) 

Sort and classify familiar objects and explain the basis for these classifications, Copy, continue and 

create patterns with objects and drawing 

Collect objects and make patterns from the garden 

 

Measurement and geometry (ACMMG006) 

Use direct and indirect comparisons to decide which is longer, heavier or 

holds more. Explain reasoning 

Using maths scales, collect and weigh objects found in the garden 

 

Science 

Chemical sciences 

Objects are made of materials that have 

observable properties (ACSSU003) 

Explore and make observations by using 

the senses (ACSIS011) 

Sensory exploration – collect soft, hard etc objects  

Engage in discussions about observations and use methods such as 

drawing to represent ideas (ACSIS233) 

Sensory exploration – objects in the garden 

 

 

 

 

 

Mathematics 

Locations and transformations (ACMMG023) 

Give and follow directions to similar locations 

Draw a map of the garden using graph paper. 

Make ‘treasure maps’ for peers to follow left/right directions 

Nature scavenger hunts/nature bingo  

 

 



Data representation and interpretation (ACMSP263) 

Represent data with objects and drawings where one object or drawing represents one data value. 

Describe displays 

Measure garden beds using informal sources of measurement ie blocks etc 

Science 

Biological science 

Living things have a variety of external features (ACSSU017) 

Before and after scientific drawings of flowers, bugs etc 

Describe and label plant properties (parts of a plant) 

Living things live in different places where their needs are met 

(ACSSU211)  

Make bug habitat/experiment with growing plants indoors ie 

beans in gloves/cups, alfalfa sprouts 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Mathematics 

Measurement and geometry (ACMMG038) 

Compare masses of objects using balance scales 

Use scales to measure objects collected from the garden 

 

Location and transformation (ACMMG044) 

Interpret simple maps of familiar locations and identify the relative positions of key features 

Draw maps of the garden and give clues to peers to find hidden objects in the garden ie a ‘treasure 

map’ 

 

Science 

Biological sciences (ACSSU030) 

Living things grow, change and have offspring 

similar to themselves 

Look at seeds/butterfly lifecycles 

 

Visual Arts (ACAVAM107) 

Use and experiment with different materials, 

techniques, technologies and processes to make 

artworks 

Endless opportunities 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

MIDDLE PRIMARY  

 

 

 

 

Science 

Chemical sciences (ACSSU046) 

A change of state between solid and liquid can be caused by adding or removing heat 

Make marigold ointment using oil and beeswax. 

Need lots of small jars! 

 

Processing and analysing data and information (ACSIS057) 

Use a range of methods including tables and simple column graphs to represent data and to identify 

patterns and trends 

Document growth of plants (ie gladiolis take 90-100 days to flower) or success of seed germination 

using graphs 

 

Visual Arts  

Explore ideas and artworks from different cultures and times, including Aboriginal artwork  

Endless opportunities 

 

Digital Technologies 

Use a range of digital systems  

Take photos of the growth/changes of plants over a period of time ie a term 

 

Design 

Investigate food production and technologies used in modern and traditional societies 

Bush Tucker garden – study and complete a report on Quandong trees and eat jam 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Mathematics 

Money and financial maths (ACMNA080) 

Solve problems using purchases and the calculation of change to the nearest 0.5c with and without 

digital technologies 

Enterprise education – pick or make and sell produce from garden, go on excursion to local shops 

comparing prices 

 

 

Measurement and geometry (ACMMG084) 

Use scaled instruments to measure and compare lengths, masses, capacities and temperatures 

Measure around garden using various tools 

Compare objects using familiar metric units of area and volume (ACMMG290) 

Measure volume of garden bed then purchase soil and fill bed 

 

Location and transformation (ACMMG090) 

Use simple scales, legends and directions to interpret information contained in basic maps 

Draw map of garden to scale 

 

Science 

Biological sciences (ACSSU072) 

Living things have life cycles, including plants and animals, depend on each other and the 

environment 

Discuss pollinators and examine flowers/look at life cycles of bugs/plants etc 

Discuss what makes bees important – Bee Movie 

Grow mushrooms & and discuss fungi 

 

Planning and conducting (ACSIS066) 

Use appropriate materials, tools and equipment to make and record observations using formal 

measurements and digital technologies 

Photograph growth of plants and record 

 

Visual Arts (ACAVAM110) 

Explore ideas and artworks from different cultures and times, including Aboriginal artwork  

Aboriginal artwork on bamboo poles in preparation to make musical instrument 

 

Digital Technologies (ACTDIK00) 

Use a range of digital systems  

Take photos 

 

Design (ACTDEK012) 

Investigate food production and technologies used in modern and traditional societies  

Look at Bush Tucker Garden and investigate plant uses 

 

 



 

 
Mathematics 

Measurement and geometry  

Choose appropriate units of measurement for length, area, volume, capacity and mass (ACMMG108) 

Calculate perimeter and area of rectangles using familiar metric units (ACMMG109) 

Measure garden beds etc using maths equipment 

 

Location and transformation (ACMMG113) 

Use grid reference system to describe locations. Describe routes using landmarks and directional 

language  

Draw map of garden to scale on grid paper 

 

Data representation (ACMSP119) 

Construct displays including column graphs, dot plots and tables appropriate for data type, with and 

without ant use of digital technologies 

Tally number of bugs found in one location. Document success rate of  plant growth 

 

Science 

Biological science (ACSSU043) 

Living things have structural features and adaptations that help them to survive in their environment 

How plants breathe experiment/examine leaf shape etc and discuss reasons for differences/grow 

mushrooms/look at different soils (clay etc) 

Grow plants in 3 different soils and look at erosion 

Look at desert plants 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



UPPER PRIMARY 

 

 

 

Mathematics 

Measurement and geometry (ACMMG137) 

Solve problems involving the comparison of length and area using appropriate units  

Measure garden using maths tools 

 

SCIENCE 

Biological Sciences (ACSSU094) 

The growth and survival of living things are affected by the physical conditions of their environment 

Grow mushrooms/look at different soils and success of plants growing in different mediums 

Look at desert plants 

 

Earth and space sciences (ACSSU096) 

Sudden geological changes or extreme weather conditions can affect Earth’s surface 

Experiment with plants growing in different conditions eg ice water/warm water 

Look at desert plants 

 

http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/curriculum/contentdescription/ACSSU094

